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STIMULUS and EXCITATION
The cell, which is the fundamental unit of the living
organism, represents a highly complicated physico-chemical
system. Each cell may he considered as a self-regulating
mechanism probably composed of colloidal systems, each one
of which is separated from the other by some limiting
membrane. These systems may act independently but
harmoniously, so that a delicate state of equilibrium is
maintained. In a larger sense, this conception may be
applied to each individual organism. Ihe various separate
activities may mutually influence and control one another,
with the result thet a definite and constant unity of
structure and activity is maintained throughout the whole
organism. "Such functional integration implies a ready
transmission of influence between different parts of the
living system" (37).
Irritability of living organisms
There are, however, many influences which may hasten
or slow the energetic reactions in living matter. This
fact rests on a ch? racteristic peculiarity of living
systems, namely irritability. "The term irritability, as
used in physiology, designates the universal property of
living matter by which the chemical or other activities
of the living system change, in some specific way, in
response to changes in the surroundings" (38), These
influences which bring about stimulation and excitation
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are called stimuli, -by stimulus is meant an external
influence which acts on a living system and changes the
rate or character of the normal vital activities (38).
Each reaction to an external influence produces a
stimulation and an excitation in the irritable system.
Stimulation is a passive change of condition in living
elements while excitation is an active change which
responds to each stimulation (43). The external change
can be of either a physical or a chemical nature. Ihe
term stimulus embodies the idea of an opposite performance,,
namely, the resulting changes of physiological activity,
which are the reaction or resronse to the stimulus.
Accordingly, an external change can be considered a
stimulus only vhen it produces a corresDonding change in a
living element. The same physical and chemical changes
in some cases may act as stimuli and in others cause no
response. iJ'or example, sound v/aves which may not affect
lower organisms may act as stimuli to higher forms. Also,
heat may affect one organism and not another (43). However,
responsiveness to stimulation of some sort is a universal
characteristic of living matter.
Effect of stimulus
The stimulus has the ultimate effect of spreading a
certain active state. Usually it acts directly and only
locally, yet the whole system may be thrown into activity.
I This transmission of "physiological influence" from the
i
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point of application of the stimulus to more distant
regions of the living system is a primary feature of
excitation. The stimulus itself does not take any active
part in the transmission, that is, its conduction is
passive. Such conduction to the living system has been
termed "Suszeption" by Mangold (43). ilxcitation is
produced as soon as sufficient change appears in the
living process. When the iriipact of a stimulus is
sufficient to set up excitation and the transmission
process, the condition known as "Rezeption" is produced.
The latter is always a physiological action of the stimulus
and can be considered as a reaction or response to the
stimulus which thus indirectly leads to excitation.
Process of excitation
The external changes which may serve as stinmli to
living organisms are many and varied: they may be chemical,
electrical, mechanical, etc. Nevertheless, v/hatever form
the stiraulus takes, the resulting excitation with a
"propagated disturbance" is the same in character and is
independent of the nature of the stimulus. 'ihis fundamentaj
unity of action involves the oasic conception of the
electrical factor as the primary essential in all
excitation phenomena: i.e. that a general property of
irritable tissue is that a disturbance is accompanied by
electrical changes.
TTfO facts are observed in all electrical changes.
-•
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4(1) The excited region is always negative to the
region which is as yet unexcited.
(The negativity is a result of the total
or partial loss of potential by the
affected region. The potential difference
of protoplasm is the result of local
differences in the concentration of ions
at the limiting membrane of the element).
(2) After the disturbance has passed through the
tissue, the latter resumes its original resting
state (45).
Any mechanical or chemical change sufficient to alter
the cell-surface will produce local electrical negativity
at the point of stimulation. This local bio-electric currenji.
then passes to the contiguous unaffected region. The
current sets up, secondarily, a similar excitation in the
latter region and renders it negative. In this way, the
wave of excitation passes over the vrhole tissue. Thus,
the first change in the process of stimulation is the
alteration in the polarization of the limiting membrane of
the irritable elements (34, 38, 41, 45).
Lillie's iron wire model (35, 36, 38) furnishes a
generalized example of transmission where the stimulus is
a local electrolysis. Lillie suggests that by a process
essentially identical v.dth electrolysis, the local
bio-electric current produces chemical alterations in the
r
Isurface-film and that the general tendency of the excitation
process to spread, in living systems, is a result of
alterations in the surface-membrane. According to Lillie*s
conception, protoplasmic transmission is an electro-
chemical effect v/hich depends on the formation of a circuit
between an altered area and an adjacent unchanged region.
Chemical distance-action effect
Protoplasm may be considered as a reaction-system
consisting of substances held in solution. It has been
established definitely that a chemical reaction taking
place in one region of a solution can influence, without
material transfer, a reaction which is going on at a
distant "portion of the same solution, provided that both
reactions occur at the surface of some electrically
conducting medium which forms a complete circuit with the
solution. Lillie (38) refers to this phenomenon as the
"chemical distance action" effect.
To return to the conduction of excitation, it may be
inferred from the following facts that this process is a
manifestation of the "chemical distance-action" effect,
(1) The local bio-electric current resulting from
the original stimulation is sufficient to
affect the surface layer at some distance
beyond the border between the altered and
unaltered region.
(2) The essential condition for propagation of the
I
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excitatory wave is a change in the interfacial
film at a distance from the already altered
region.
In the local excitation effect, the chief factor is
the breakdown of the protoplasmic surface-film under the
electro-chemical influence of the local bio-electric
current, followed by the reconstruction of the film under
similar influence—which becomes oppositely directed as
soon as the direction of the local "diphasic" current
changes. The process described above is self-propagating:
in a substance--such as protoplasm—which is protected by
an external limiting membrane, transmission of excitation
can not take place without the production of potential
differences. The potential differences result in the
formation of local circuits which in turn give rise to
chemical effects involving similar changes in the structure
of the adjoining film.
Alteration of structure of limiting membrane
There is considerable support for the theory that
stimulation processes are always associated v.lth alteration
in the structure of the protoplasmic film, particularly in
that of the plasma membrane. The normal electrometer
properties of living systems depend on the intact condition
of the semi -permeable membranes bounding the irritable
elements. According to the theory of membrane-potentials,
a difference in the content of electrolytes on the two
r
sides of the membrane is necessary, and a difference in this
respect between the "cell-interior" and the external mediiim
is possible only if the limiting membrane is impermeable to
the electrolytes which are concerned with the production of
potential differences. VVe may conclude, then, that the
normal electrical properties of irritable elements are func-
tions of the condition of the limiting membranes and that
any change in the permeability of membranes to electrolytes
must leave electromotor effects (35).
Permeability of membrane
It is the stimulation process which produces the
increased permeability of the membranes. During stimulation
the membrane undergoes a change in its electromotor
properties. It loses its selective permeability to certain
ions and becomes more or less permeable to all, my
increase in the permeability of the boundary surface renders
the irritable tissue negatively chf^rged. Thus the normal
negative variation during stimulation may be explained as a
temporary and reversible increase of permeability.
If a muscle is stiniulated by being immersed in a
solution of a toxic substance such as saponin, or if it
contracts in heat rigor, the electrical change accompanying
the contraction is the same as in normal stimulation. The
only difference between the former and normal stimulation
is that in normal stimulation the changes are reversible,
while in the "unnatural" method of stimulation the injured
c1
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8or poisoned parts of the muscle become permanently negative
with respect to the unaltered parts of the muscle. The
permeability of the muscle is increased and it is found to
be more permeable to dyes and other dissolved substances (33)
Another example is that of the swimming plate of the
Ctenophore. This structure can be stimulated to great
activity in isotonic solutions of various neutral salts,
especially in solutions of the alkali metals. During the
rapid vibratile movements caused by immersion, the plate
undergoes a progressive coagulation accompanied by a gradual
swelling (29, 33). These tv/o cases and many others offer
strong evidence in favor of the vievir that stimulation is
associated v/ith increase in the permeability of the plasma
membrane (35).
It has been noted for a long time that injured
protoplasmic surfaces are able to form new film structures.
This process of physical rehabilitation is connected almost
certainly with the recovery of the irritable tissue after
stimulation. The reformation of the surface film (in normal
stimulation) apparently takes place immediately upon the
passing of the excitation wave. If this is true, then
Lillie's iron-wire model resembles closely the actual
condition of living protoplasm. In dilute HNO3 , on
stimulation there is a succesive chemical and physical
disintegration and reformation of the surface film. This
surface change is associated with a variation of potential,
(i
and therefore tvith the formation of a local current which
determines the transmission of the excitation wave (36).
In protoplasmic transmission the reaction determining the
propagation is ap"parently confined to the surface-film
separating the cell or cell-element from the external
medium.
It may be that within a cell there exist systems of
tracts or filaments through which influences may be trans-
mitted from one region to another. The intracellular
nerve fibrils and the fibrils of muscle cells are probably
of this type. If these filaments are covered by films
similar to that surrounding the whole cell and continuous
with it, there may be found here the method of transmitting
excitatory influences which result in chemical or other
alterations (37). Such a conception, however, ViDuld regard
the film-structure of the intercellular membranes as subject
to the same processes as those to which cell surface-films
are subject. That is, excitation in the fibrils also would
produce a reversible alteration.
Further evidence of the necessity of local action
currents as the primary essential for the propagated
disturbance was demonstrated by Pond (46) by altering the
electrical conductivity of the medium. He vrorked vdth the
heart of LiDiulus and with skeletal and cardiac muscle of the
vertebrates. By diluting normal Ringer solution v/ith an
isotonic sugar solution within a wide range of solution
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strengths, he found a close correlation between the
electrical conductivity of each (altered) medium and the
rate of transmission of the contraction wave, The distance
at T/hich a resting area may be affected by a local
bio-electric current passing over an active area depends upon
the conductivity of the local circuit- a decrease in the
distance betv/een the resting and active area signifying a
decrease in the conductivity of the local circuit. These
observations indicate that the propagation is determined by
the current of the local active-inactive circuit. The rate
at which the current arises determines the rate of the
stimulating effect in adjoining areas and that of consequent
transmission.
Semi -permeable membrane as conductor
If it is true that the quality of response to
stimulation is the same in living and in non-living systems
(iron wire model), it seems necessary to assume that the
semi -permeable membranes of protoplasm act somehow as con-
ductors of excitation (37). The chief physiological
significance of this assumption lies in the evidence that the
primary effects of electrical stimulation are at the limiting
membranes, with the production of chemical alteration by the
stimulus at the point of apilication. As a consequence,
waves of chemical change are transmitted to a distance and
the regions removed from the stimulus are subsequently
altered. Thus the wave of excitation passes through the
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irritable tissue, and the element as a ..hole responds to the
stimulus.
r
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ELECTRICAL RESPONSES FROM SKELETAL IvIUSCLE
Monophasic action currents
Records of monophasic action currents of skeletal
muscle consist of a single negative deflection, ^any
workers, hov/ever, have obtained records in which more than
one phase has been recorded. As to the exact nature of thes}^
late potentials there is much difference of opinion. Some
investigators are inclined to believe that they are
artefacts due to some mechc-inical difficulty, while others
think that they are an electrical sign of the chemical
process underlying muscular contraction.
Bishop and Gilson (8) believe that an undistorted
record of a monophasic response can not be obtained by
killing the tissue under one electrode. 'J-here are two
possibilities of error by the above method:
(a) The potential \,ave might be recorded along the
muscle surface at a distance from the proximal
lead.
(b) A potential wave might be recorded as if at the
electrode on the injured tissue, but which
really developed at the killed ends of the live
fibers
.
Since the current of injury causes a current to flow in
a circuit from the live tissue around the injured tissue and
back into the live tissue, the killed tissue, and thus the
electrode on it, is on some point of the demarcation
potential gradient which is produc ed. TMhen the wave of__
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excitation reaches the killed end, a negative deflection
of the demarcation potential is recorded at this end but
which came from the live margin of the tissue. This
potential is somewhat depressed in amplitude because live
tissue tends to have a lower functional activity in the
region of injured or killed tissue.
If the distance between the electrode on the live
tissue and the electrode on the killed end is great, the
two phases of the potential will be separated by the
conduction time of the impulse and the second phase will
tend to obliterate the last lortion of the first phase. If
the distance between the electrodes is small, the two
phases will nearly coincide and the effect of the second
phase, in tlis case, is to lower the first phase everjrwhere
proportionally. The greatest amplitude of potential is
obtained v^hen the killed end is distant from the proximal
lead; but the most accurate form of the potential is obtainejd
when the muscle is killed close to the live lead.
Bishop and Gilson infer that the first maximum of a
muscle potential curve represents a process of excitation
analogous to that of nerve, while the subseq.uent plateau
represents the process underlying mechanical contraction.
This differentiation is contrary to the conclusions of
Einthoven (13) who believed that the electrical and
mechanical responses are inseparable.
The development of tension in the frog sartorius has
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been observed by Gasser and Kill (18) who found that
following the effect of stretching during the contraction,
the maximum of the tension thus produced falls early in the
contraction phase ("internal response") and has decreased by
the time the maximum shortening of the muscle takes place.
The development of tension is the mechanical process under-
lying contraction. By subtracting from a monophasic potential
wave a potential curve with the form and time relations of
the curve of "internal response" of Gasser and Hill (18),
Bishop and Gilson found that the result is a curve of the
general form of the monoDhasic wtential of nerve, but the
duration of the former is longer. Thus they believe that the
forms of the responses which they have recorded are not
inconsistent vlth the theory of dual functions of excitation
and tension development, each process having its own characte]
istic potential.
The potential accompanying contraction might then be
that connected primarily Y/ith the reaction underlying the
development of tension rather than with the maintenance of
contraction or the distortion of form, since the form of the
potential does not change with the mechanical distortion
involved in the shortening of the muscle (8). From these
considerations Bishop and Gilson suggest that the latter
portion of the potential record is associated with the
chemical process underlying contraction and is an electrical
sign of the chemical process, while the first maximum
Ii
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represents the excitation process corresponding to that of
nerve.
Folynhasic action currents
Cralb (11), in 1928, suggested that the form of action
potentials from skeletal muscles depends on the conducting
medium surrounding the muscle. He found that whenever a
muscle v/as suspended in air, v/hich has limited conductivity,
the action potential to a single stimulus v/as diphasic, v.hen
the muscle v/as immersed in a large quantity of saline, which
has considerable conductivity, the electrical response was
polyDhasic. In the latter response there is an initial
deflection below the base line showing a relative positivity
of the proximal lead, following this, there is a deflection
above the base line indicating a relative negativity. The
number of phases of the response depends on the distance
separating the leads; the greater the distance between them,
;
the more phases obtained.
To explain these polyphasic responses Craib proposes the
idea of doublets. Theoretically ,he assumes that v/hen a
current flows in a homogeneous conducting medium, there must
be at least one region where the current enters the medium
and another from which it leaves. These tv/o regions when
simultaneously present comprise a doublet and the region wher<!
the current enters is the anode and that from wliich it leaves,
the cathode. As the wave of excitation passes down the musclfi
Craib assumes that it is accompanied by a vmve or succession
of doublets. The flow of current in the medium suzrQmidiiig__ .
1.
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the muscle is due to the initial electrical effect of the
excitation of each smell portion of an excited fiber v/hich
produces a simultaneous anode and cathode at the surface of
the tissue. The anode is in tie direction in which the
excitatory v/ave is traveling and precedes the cathode. This
arrangement he calls a primary doublet. iJ'ollowing the
latter shortly there is a second electrical effect also in
the nature of a doublet. Here, however, the anode is in the
direction from which the vmve has come, while the cathode
precedes. Doublets so oriented are termed secondary.
Effect of surrounding medium
From these theoretical considerations, v/e should expect
the follovdng conditions at the moment the excitation wave
has reached the middle of a striD of muscle suspended in air.
Air being a fairly good insulator, the moisture on the tissue
then constitutes the external medium. Current vrill flow
through this limited layer of saline from the anode to the
cathode, the vvave of excitation producing a primary doublet.
Since this layer of saline is very thin, the current origin-
ating at the anode "can not flow tovfards the corresponding
end of the muscle, for if it does so it has to return by the
same path eventually to re-^ch the cathode; and current can
not flov; in the same T>ath in opposite directions st once
without being reduced to zero" (11). -^11 the regions then
between either pole of the doublet and the corresponding end
of the rnuscle are isopotential. In other words, the potential,
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in the external medium between the anode and the corresponding
end of the strip of muscle is at a constant level; and that
between the cr;thode and the end of the muscle corresponding
to it is also at a constant level. This being the case, two
leads from a galvanometer placed either betv/een the anode and
the end of the muscle corresponding to it or between the
cathode and its corresponding end would give no deflection.
But if the contacts are placed one on either side of the
doublet, "the galvanometer will immediately record a current
flowing from the contact nearer the anode towards that nearer
the cathode." The response would be monophasic indicating a
relative negativity since the current flows from anode to
cathode and the current would reach the latter first. liVhen
the poles of the primary doublets are reversed, thus producing
secondary doublets the current would flow in the opposite
direction, from cathode to anode, and the recorded response
vfould be relatively positive.
The potential in a large body of conducting medium can be^
shown experimentally to be at a maximum at the anode and at a
minimum at the cathode. As the primary doublets approach the
!
proximal of the tv/o leads, the potential at this lead steadiljt'
rises above that at the distant lead, since in a primary
doublet the anode is in front of the cathode. Craib believes
that this increased positive potential would account for the
initial positivity that has been recorded in the electrical
responses of muscular tissue. IShen the wave of excitation
jp^ches—the proximal lefl<^ « sannnriaryLjiQublet is fojmed^and^
I
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the characteristic negative action potential is obtained.
There is again a reversal of the polarity of the doublets
as the wave approaches the distant lead, accompanied by the
formation of a primary doublet which produces the positive
action potential at the distant electrode. Thus in terms of
of potential theory, "the excitatory process is accompanied
by a three-fold change in the level of potential at the
surface of the muscle, namely, first a rise, ( positivity)
,
then a fall, (negativity), and finally a further rise,
(positivity), the terms positivity and negativity being
employed in relation to the level of potential obtaining at
the surface of the quiescent tissue" (11).
Effect of T»osition of electrodes
Bishop and Gilson (9), however, found that the form of
the potential depends upon the position of the electrodes on
the muscle surface with respect to the active fibers. They
accept Craib*s hypothesis of doublets in that the latter
merely signifies a difference of potential. The core-
conductor-membrane theory also includes such and idea of
axially oriented potential differences at the surface layer
of the tissue which result from a primary alteration of the
surface membrane. According to this theory, current flows
from the highly polarized region on either side of a
depolarized active area, partially depolarizing the adjacent
areas (36) (37) (38). Viihile Bishop and Gilson state that
Craib's hypothesis involves the same facts as the core-
conductor theory, namely, an axially oriented difference of
1i
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potential outside the fiber, they claim his hypothesis does
not state the primary site of origin of the potentials.
Moreover, they believe that the various forms of electrical
responses obtained from skeletal muscle, under varying con-
ditions, can be adequately explained vdth the core-conductor--
membrane theory.
As stated above, (page 15), Craib believes that a
current can not flow from the anode to the cathode of a
doublet \7ithout a large volume of external medium. Bishop
and Gilson make the observation that at or just above the
threshold, the few active fibers have a return circuit
through the rest of the muscle. Craib *s hypothesis assumes
that the source of potential of the muscle is directed
longitudinally along the axis of the fiber, not transversely
across the surface as in the core-conductor theory, "The
muscle membrane then would constitute a resistance in the
external circuit of the source of potential, instead of bein^;
a constituent of the hRttery itself" (9).
Another objection Bishop and Gilson make to Craib*
s
hypothesis is that while the latter apparently discusses the
fields in the medium surrounding the active muscle, he
actually places the orifice of a tubular electrode close to
the surface of the tissue, and thus partially insulates this
region of the surface from the surrounding medium. Under
these conditions they believe that the inside of the muscle
cell can not be disregarded and that the arrangement of the
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potential source vlth respect to the surface of the fiber is
of importance. In a schematic diagram of the potential forcej^
in an active fiber, according to the core-conductor theory,
they show two potential gradients:
(a) A potential gradient from "inactive" to "active
regions outside the fiber i.e., an external
potential gradient on which lies the electrode
or galvanometer circuit.
(b) A potential gradient from "active" to "inactive
regions inside the muscle i.e., an internal
potential gradient.
If the leads are rtlaced closeto the surface of the
muscle, "the regions under them are (partially) insulated
from the bath, and the electrodes are no longer simply on
the external potential gradient". Ov/ing to the high resist-
ance of the electrode or galvanometer circuit, this circuit
through the electrodes will draw an insignificant current
from the conducting medium. Therefore, the insulated surfac^^
of the muscle fiber will tend to remain fully polarized to a
potential difference characteristic of normal resting tissue.
This potential difference will be present betv;een the outside
of the membrane where the lead is applied and the inside of
the membrane ^7hich is at the potential of the fiber. Thus
the potential differences recorded from two leads placed
along the outside of the fiber—the two regions of the fiber
being insulated from the conducting medium by the leads—v/il^
-^^nd ta be t^e-potential differences along the core, and not
--
•
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those in the external medium.
Craib explained the polyphasic character of the
potentials recorded from immersed or partially immersed
muscles on the theory of doublets. If the leads v^ere not toe
far apart the response v/as usually triphasic in character;
the first phase (positive) being produced by an increase of
positive potential at the proximal lead due to the primary
doublets. These records and also those of Bishop and Gilson
were recorded from electrodes, one adjacent to the muscle
surface (adjacent electrode), and one distant in the con-
ducting medium.
The preparation used was essentially the same in both
cases. The distal end of a frog sartorius (Fig. 1, A) was
dissected free and suspended in air. The proximal end was
left attached to the body and the latter was immersed in the
i
saline bath. Bishop and Gilson believe that the fluid
medium is an unnecessary detail and explain the triphasic
potentials on the basis of the core-conductor theory.
The stimulus is applied at S. As the excitation wave is
propagated along the tissue, it reaches the region (B) where
the muscle enters the bath. This region may be considered tl:
first lead of the body. When the wave reaches B, this regioi
is negative with respect to C, the adjacent lead. This
negativity at B would be directed toward the distant lead D.
Hence, the first deflection recorded is a positive one, due
to a negative effect at the body contact (B) making the
e
i'
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Figure I
S—stimulating electrodes
A--distal portion of muscle in air
B--region where muscle enters bath
C--adjacent electrode
D—distal electrode
(placed in conducting medium in effect coming
from body)
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region at the adjacent lead (C) relatively positive with
respect to B. As the excitatory vfave continues further, the
characteristic electrical responses are obtained.
This negative effect can be eliminated from its interpos
ing middle position by causing it to arise very late. This
can be done by placing the lead which times the negative
potential on a portion of the muscle distal to the stimulus.
To accomplish this, the thread which is tied to the tendon
end of the muscle is drawn up into the electrode tube until
the tendon end of the muscle closes the tube aperture. The
stimulus is now applied at the proximal end of the muscle.
Since the propagated excitatory wave renders the fluid
medium negative, the first lead would be the one in the bath,
namely K. This negative deflection increases in ^amplitude as
the v/ave progresses dovm the tissue. When the vmve reaches J
the deflection is suddenly reversed and the result is an
ordinary diphasic record. Thus the different forms of
electrical responses are functions of the different contacts
with the muscle of the two galvanometer leads.
When a muscle, suspended in air, is stimulated near its
threshold value, the electrical response consists of potentia
components due to dissir.iilar fibers. Bishop and Gilson (9),
working with a sensitive oscillograph, obtained potentials of
a very few fiber?^ The duration of these potentials were
very much shorter as compared to those where all the fibers
of the muscle were active. Using diphasic leads, they were
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able to get the tv/o phases well separated in the conduction
distance afforded by a frog sartorius. They observed that
when the muscle was stimulated within two millimeters of the
uninjured pelvic end, components with different conduction
rates separated out as the vave of excitation was conducted
along the muscle; a complex wave was recorded from the distal
electrode while the proximal lead recorded a si:iiple first
phase. If the recording electrodes are placed exactly upon
the active fibers, the latter will be shunted by the inactive
remaining fibers. This arrangement produces the "triphasic"
response, each phase showing a positivity preceding the
negative deflection. If, however, one or both the electrodes
are removed from the fibers , the response recorded from the
inactive regions due to adjacent active fibers are no longer
"triphasic" but diphasic, and the potential changes of the
surrounding medium shov: no signs of a positivity of the musclft
ahead of the active region. Consequently, it appears that
"this initial positivity is apparently confined to that aspec
of the active fibers which is least affected by contact with
the surrounding inactive ones" (9). They believe that Craib*
triphasic records are also due to this asymmetrical shunting
of the active muscle fibers in contact -vilth an external
conducting medium. From these considerations. Bishop and
Gilson conclude that the core-conductor-membrane hypothesis,
as advanced by Bernstein and Lillie (37) (38), is adequate to
explain the various complications of electrical records from
skeletal muscle and also from heart and nerve.
sf
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Electrical oscillations
Judin (30) showed that the action current in frog's
skeletal muscle resulting from a single stimulus consists of
a series of four or five diminishing oscillations. He
studied the effect of temperature on these oscillations (3)
and found the period of the first oscillation dependent on thf
temperature, while the period of the subsequent oscillations
?/ere uninfluenced by temperature. From this he inferred that
the first oscillation is the expression of a chemical process
and the suceeding small deflections accompany physical change4
Jolly (17) has also obtained polyijhasic responses from the
gastrocnemius and claims that the existence of these
secondary deflections proves that response of a muscle to a
single stimulus is "usually oscillatory in character".
Fulton (17), however, does not agree with Jolly's view
that the normal electrical response to a single stimulus is ojf
an oscillatory nature. He also does not agree with Judin that
these secondary oscillations are due to physical causes and
that they are completely independent of the temperature. The
reason for his belief is that these secondary electrical
variations are present only in the diphasic response of a
diagonally-fibered muscle and he has never found these
secondary deviations in the diphasic response of the sartorius
He suggests that since they appear to be associated vath the
presence of diagonal fibers, asynchronous cessation of
individual action currents among the fiber groups might be
the cause of these deflections. The fibers of the
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gastrocnemius are of different lengths, some short and othersi
long, and as each fiber probably receives only one motor
end-rlate, the duration of activity iidll vary vfith the length
of the fiber.
The following explanation of the origin of polyphasic
action currents has been offered by Fulton (17), If the
two galvanometer leads from a muscle do not lie on the same
fibers, the "stage of retreat" (i.e. the period of recovery,
duilng which the excitatory process is passing away beneath
the distal electrode causing the second portion of the
diphasic response) may have passed away under both electrode4
while the spread of the excitatory wave is still occurring
in the non-neural portions of the muscle or in any fiber
groups which for some reason or other act more slovv'ly. In
this way, the portions of the muscle which lag behind in
their reaction to the stimulus may indirectly influence
either one or the other of the tv« electrodes and give rise
to polyphasic action potentials.
Effect of arrangement of fibers on action current
The above explanation of the origin of polyphasic
responses has been given experimental evidence by the vrork
of Adrian (1) on the tenuissimus muscle of the cat. The
fibers of this muscle are parallel, without any tendinous
intersections. By separating the fibers Adrian found that
each was about two centimeters long and ended in a long,
pointed process. These fibers are arranged in series with
t • * I
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their pointed ends dovetailed between other fibers and
attached to the endomysium. When the curarized muscle was
stimulated directly with single or tetanic shocks there
occurred a localized contraction which spread about 1,5 cm.
on either side of the stimulated point. ^ electrical
response was obtained only if one electrode vms on a region
which contracts. A monophasic response was only obtained
when the proximal electrode was less than about 1 cm. from
the unjured area. If the distance between the leads was
increased to 3cm. or more, the electrical record was diphasic
even when the muscle under one electrode was damaged because
the tv;o leads are on different muscle fibers. Mrian
attributes polyphasic action currents to the arrangement of
the fibers and to the slight asynchronism of response of
these fibers. He believes that the polyphasic response should
only appear v/hen the distance between the electrodes is great
enough to include fibers whose active regions vdll not all
coincide.
Current of deformation
De Meyer (12) believes that the majority of the diphasic
action currents obtained by various authors are in reality
triphasic and some even polyphasic. The experimental condition!^
under which most of these diphasic records have been obtained
have been such that the muscle was incapable of fully
responding to the stimulus. He has established experimentally
the fact that if the muscle is placed in such a
II
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way that it is irapossible for it to fully shorten itself
after excitation, the result is an action current which is
strictly diphasic. But as soon as the muscle is allowed to
change its position, e.g. in an extensive shortening, then
the res-Donse shov;s , in addition to the characteristic
diphasic response, a supDlementary action current which he
has designated as the "the current of deformation". To
observe this current it is important that the electrodes be
placed on two parts of the rauscle whichwill not be altered
at the same time or which vdll present different degrees of
deformity, e.g. a section exclusively muscular or a region
of muscle and tendon. The "current of deformation" is always
of greater duration than the action current; it can consist
of a single long wave or of a series of waves the amplitude
of which progressively decreases— the first being always the
largest. These waves have been termed by De Meyer
"supplementary waves" and together they constitute the
"current of deformation". The latter can arise any time aft^jr
the beginning of the first phase. Consequently, there will
be an interference between the last pert of the action
current and the "current of defbrmation" or at least the
first wave of the latter, which has been found to be
positive. This interference will leave the first phase
nearly intact (except possibly for the latter third of the
first phase) but will completely alter the normal response olf
the second phase, thus giving rise to polyphasic action
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currents. The load, the previous extension, and the ease
vdth which each muscle can change its form constitute some of
the many conditions v/hich modify the action current, and
consequently the whole electrical reaction of a muscle, to a
stimulus.
The classical theory of the cause of the action current
of a muscle is that the propagated disturbance vrhich travels
down the fiber produces a momentary change of potential in
each section through which it passes. Henriques and
Lindhard (26), however, claim that the diphasic action
potential of skeletal muscle is due not to progressive elect-
rical changes in the muscle itself, but to changes of
potential in the motor end-plate. They also claim that there
is no propagated electrical cliange in the muscle fiber itself
and that direct stimulation of the frog's gastrocnemius does
not produce any electrical potential,
Denervate muscle
Adrian and Owen (2) repeated the experiments on denervat
ed sartorius muscles, and none of the latter failed to give
an electrical response. They did not get any evidence that
the nerve endings played any part in the electrical response
since the stimuli were confined to the pelvic end of the
muscle. Under certain conditions they were able to repeat
Henriq.ues" and Lindhard 's observation that a stimulus to the
gastrocnemius may give a contraction vdthout any action cur-
rent. However, they only found this to be the case when a
1i
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weak stimulus was employed and the leading off electrodes
v/ere placed as far as possible from the stimulating elect-
rodes. Under these circumstances the stimulus only affected
fibers at one end of the muscle and the tissue between the
two leading off electrodes remained inactive. But if the
electrodes were arranged to include with certainty fibers
which v.ere definitely active they never failed to obtain an
electrical response.
Henriques and Lindhard (27) then suggested that the
results obtained by Adrian and Owen were due to a spread of
current from the stimulating electrodes, and again reaffirmed
their view as to the absence of an electrical response from
the muscle fiber itself. Adrian (1) alone later repeated the
experiments on the tenuissimus muscle of the cat and obtained
the same results as before. The time relations of the re-
sponses found by Adrian and Ov/en were those of an action
current and not those of a stimulus escspe. Furthermore, the
response became monophasic when the muscles were damaged undejij'
one electrode; and this would be, Adrian claims, an unusual
occurrence T?dth a pure artefact. Adrian concluded then that
the presence of an intect nerve ending was not necessary for
the development of an action potential in a muscle fiber, and
that from this evidence at least, there were no grounds for
rejecting the classical explanation of the origin of action
currents in skeletal muscle.

ALL-or-NONE PRINCIPLE
Early observations of gradation
Previous to the investigations of Gotch and subsequent
workers it was observed that the response of a muscle varied
with the strength of the stimulus. Since this relationship
held good when the contraction was produced by indirect as
well as by direct excitation, it was inferred that the grada-
tion of the muscular response was due to the size of the nerve
impulse evoked by the stimulus. It was thought that a strongei'
stimulus gave rise to a "larger" nerve impulse and thus
produced a larger contractile response than a weak stimulus,
Fick in 1874 (7), hov/ever, expressed his doubts as to this
interpretation of muscular gradation and \7r0te: "Each impact
of excitation discharges either a maximal contraction or no
|
contraction at all; it is only in a limited interval of the
j
scale of excitation (often hard to find on account of its !
narrow proportions) that submaximal, so to say, imperfect,
contractions are given". As Fulton remarks, "Fick was thus
on the verge of grasping the all or none conception, but
j
I
being more interested in the thermodynamics of muscle, he didj
not fully appreciate the significance of his observations" . (l")*)
I
Biedermann (7) also recognized this gradation of muscula^j"
response to variations in the intensity of the stimulus, and I
again noted that beyond a certain point there is no increase
in the contraction of the muscle, no matter how strong the
stimulus; furthermore, that the maximal contraction is
elicited with a strength of stimulus just slightly above the
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threshold. However, neither Jlck nor Biedermann attempted to;
substantiate their convictions with further experimental !
i
evidence, although Biedennann did have some suspicion that
contraction in a muscle was graded in part at least by a
variation of the number of muscle fibers involved in the I
contraction. It remained for Gotch (24) to indicate
experimentally that the size of the nerve impulse v;as in-
dependent of the strength of the stimulus.
Gotch in 1902, by means of a capillary electrometer,
j
obtained records of submaximal electrical responses from a
nerve stimulated v/ith a single weak stimulus and compared
them V7ith the responses produced by single maximal stimuli.
He found that the active phenomena of a nerve trunk were
proportional, within certain limits, to the intensity of the
stimulus which evoked them, but that the rate of propagation
of the excitatory wave was the same whether the stimulus v/as
maximal or submaximal. Also, submaximal effects, closely
resembling those elicited by a weak stimulus applied to a
nerve trunk, could be always obtained by exciting a portion
only of the nerve fibers which the trunk contained. Althoxigh
this partial excitation was adequate for the part excited,
the response evoked in the nerve trunk retained its sub-
maximal character. From these observations he concluded that
there are only two possible factors concerned in the pro-
duction of submaximal effects in the nerve and muscle:
(a) that ol the number of elements which are
I
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brought into activity by the stimulus , and
(b) that of graded intaisity of active effect in
each individual element with varying intensities
of stimuli.
The second factor as a possibility he eliminated, for,
although there v/as an obvious difference in the amount of
E.M.F, produced by a submaximal and maximal stimulus there
was no difference in the time relations, such as time of
onset, time of culmination of the E.M.F. and the rate at whic
this E.M.F. disappears. For this reason, Gotch did not
believe that there was any graded activity in the individual
elements. And so he concluded that as regards both muscle
and nerve, the gradation in intensity of active effect with
variations in intensity of stimuli, "is mainly due to the
fact that these tissues being composed of a large number of
elements having no physiological continuity with each other",
and that the gradation appears to be due to the number of
elements brought into activity by any given stimulus.
Gradation by addition of muscle fibers
The experiments and hypothesis of Gotch led Keith Lucas
(39) to take up the problem and in 1905 he began a series of
experiments which ultimately led to the formulation of the
all-or-none principle for skeletal muscle. He stimulated
directly the cutaneus dorsi of the frog and found that the
magnitude of the contraction did not increase continuously
with a continuous increase in the strength of the
(
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stimulus, but in v/ell defined steps. He also noted that the
number of steps observed was irregular and was always less
than the number of fibers in the muscle. There are two
possible causes for the discontinuous gradation:
(a) The single muscle fiber responds discontinuous^ly
v^ith a continuous increase in the strength of
the stimulus.
(b) The steps mark the successive addition of a
new muscle fiber or group of fibers to the
number of those viiich were previously excited.
The latter interpretation is identical with the
hypothesis of CJotch; and Lucas concluded that this was the
possible mechanism by which contraction might be graded in
a many-fibered muscle. However, he felt that the discon-
tinous step-like increments of the contraction response were
composite and could be resolved by a finer gradation of the
stimulus into a number of small steps. As for the single
muscle fiber, Lucas did not believe that it responded in a
graded manner, because such activity was not in accord with
any known behavior of a cell under excitation.
In 1906 Lucas (40) showed that the magnitude of the
change of form produced in a muscle by a given stimulus was
the same in all parts of the muscle. The preparation used w^|s
the curarized sartorius of a frog. A series of increasing
break induction shocks at intervals of one minute was given
and the thickening of the muscle at two points v/ere recorded;
1o
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one near the stimulating electrodes, the other at a distance.
He found that although the strength of the stimulus con-
tinued to increase , there T.as no difference in the amount of
change of form between the two portions that were heing
observed. From these experiments Lucas also concluded that
there was no difference in the magnitude of the change of for^
in any portion of the single muscle fiber,
Lucas (42) obtained further experimental evidence in
support of his hypothesis and also of Gotch*s as to the
mechanism of gradation in skeletal muscle, by a series of
experiments in which the motor nerve fibers supplying the
cutaneus dorsi muscle of the frog were stimulated. The
purpose of these experiments was to see whether graded
stimulation of the nerve would produce graded muscular re-
sponse. He found that when the nerve was stimulated by a
i
series of stimuli of increasing strength, the contraction of i
I
the muscle increased in a few definite steps. However, when
once a step had been reached, further increase of the stimul\;|^
caused no further increase of the contraction until the
strength of the stimulus v/as such that a new step was reached
and brought into activity. The interpretation of these
results coincides with that of the results obtained from the
direct stimulation of a muscle; that is, we may conclude fron
both experiments that each step marking an increase of con-
traction signifies that another nerve fiber (or group of
fibers) has been excited, and that as a consequence the
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muscle fibers supplied by the single nerve fiber (or group
of fibers) contract.
It was also observed that when the stimuli were graded
from maximal to threshold the responses vrere respectively of
the same number and height as when the gradation was from
threshold to maximal, L/Ioreover, since the number of steps
was found never to be greater than the number of motor nerve
fibers supplying the muscle, it appeared that each nerve
fiber, when excited, caused a maximal contraction of all the
muscle fibers which it innervated. That the single muscle
fiber does not play any part in the gradation of muscle con-
traction and that it responds maximally, if at all, to a
stimulus was only an assumption by Lucas , and v/as based on
the observation that the steps of contraction were definite
and clear cut and that there was no contraction of inter -
mediate height between one step and the next. And so Lucas
concludes that gradation of muscular response to nerve
stimulation is brought about by a variation of the number of
nerve fibers that are excited by varying strengths of stimuli
Effect of local anesthetics
The observations made by Gotch and Lucas were subseq.uent|f
ly confirmed by other investigators; among them Symes and
Veley (54), v/ho studied the effects of local anesthetics on
nerve, ajid found that the anesthetization of nerve occurred
in a series of steps. As the conductivity of the nerve was
depressed the fall in the contractile response of the muscle
11
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to stimuli applied to the nerve above the block was in a
series of v;ell defined steps. These steps are explainable or
the basis that, as anesthesia progresses, a nerve fiber (or
group of nerve fibers) at a time is rendered non-irritable
and the muscle fibers which the nerve fiber supplies are
thus inactivated. J.iines (44) repeated Lucas* experiments
and arrived at the same conclusions. Stiles (53), and
Barbour and Stiles (6) attempted to show that in a muscle at
a given moment, in response to a nerve stimulus, there are
both active and non-active muscles fibers. The observations
were made on the frog*s gastrocnemius and the results of the
experiments suggested, rather than actually proved this point
Responses of single muscle fibers
Although Lucas did not believe that single muscle fibers
were "discontinuously graded" he had no actual experimental
evidence to prove this. It remained for Pratt (49), and Praljtt
and Eisenberger (51) to show conclusively by direct experi-
mental proof that the single muscle fiber responds in an
all-or-none manner to variations in the intensity of the
stimulus. Most of the experiments were made on the uncurar-
ized sartorius of the frog. Stimulation of the muscle fibers
was accomplished v;ith a capillary pore electrode (48) whose
diameter was somewhat less than thatof a single muscle fiber
The muscle was sprayed with very fine globules of mercury.
The response of the fiber or fibers was recorded by photogra;^^
ing the movement of a particle of mercury which v/as brightly
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illiminated.
All the results thus recorded showed that the response to
either single or tetanic stimulation was independent of the
strength of the stimulus. ¥ith increase of stimulus there
would result an increased response, indicating that another
fiber, or perhaps two fibers, had been brought inti activity
by the increased stimulus. But the greater response could
always be resolved into its components, and by finely grading
the stimulus the response of a single muscle fiber was recorded
£\irther decrease of the stimulus was ineffective in producing
1
e smaller response of the single fiber* That the smallest '
irreducible response obtained was that of a single muscle fibe^
was definitely shown by Eisenberger (14) • After obtaining an
apparently minimal response, he repeatedly increased and de-
creased the stimulus slightly above and below the threshold to
see if any intermediate steps could be obtained. Since no
such steps were obtainable, he continued stimulating until
fatigue set in. Under this condition the apparent minimal
response dropped out in a single step, indicating that only a
single muscle fiber was responding. Thus the all-or-none
principle was proven to be valid for the single muscle fiber.
•
Pratt (49) introduced the term "quantal" to designate
"the conception of structural carriers of such integers of
energy in effects discontinuously graded". The (fundamental)
"quantal" of a muscle directly stimulated would be the single
,
muscle fiber and the quantal of indirect stimulation would be
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the single nerve fiber and all the muscle fibers which it
supplied; or in other words, the "motor-unit. The quantal
responds in an all-or-none manner, and any increase in the
response of a muscie (which occurs in steps) to an increased
stimulus is due to the excitation and addition of one or more
quantals to those already active.
Reflex stimulation
To complete the all-or-none picture. Porter and Hart (47)
showed that this principle still holds good when the muscle
responds to reflex stimulation. The preparation used was the
tenuissimus muscle in the spinal cat. Only the reflex arc to
the tenuissimus was intact, all the muscles of both hind limbs
having been paralyzed by nerve section. Their problem was to
determine whether the central nervous system could overcome
the all-or-none limitations of the muscle and nerve, and produ
finer gradations of response. It might well be that there was
something at the synapse which was capable of gradation. The
results of their experiments showed, however, that when gradu£
increasing strengths of stimuli were applied to the appropriat
sensory nerve, the reflex response of the tenuissimus occurre<
in all-or-none steplike increments which were of the same
order of magnitude as those exhibited by an isolated nerve
muscle preparation of the tenuissimus. From these observatio
Porter and Hart concluded that the motor nerve when stimulated
by the reflex mechanism of the cord is stimulated neurone by
neurone, and follows the all-or-none principle just as it doesi
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when stimulated directly.
In conclusion, it might be desirable to give a definition
of the all-or-none principle, uphich has been frequently mis-
understood and misinterpreted. Forbes (16) adequately defines
this principle in the following words: "the release of energy
(propagated disturbance) evoked by a single stimulus in a singliEi
functional unit of nerve or muscle is always as large as that
functional unit is capable of producing at the moment when the
response is evoked, no matter how strong the stimulus may be
,
or, in brief, the size of the response of a muscle is independent
of the strength of the stimulus, provided the latter is adequate
to excite". It is of historical interest to note here that whep
Bowditch, in 1871, described the all-or-none character of
heart muscle he wrote, "the stimulus, if it is effective in
eliciting a response, will produce the greatest contraction of
which the heart is capable at the given time".
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AN APPARENT EXCEPTION TO THE ALL-OE-NONE PRINCIPLE
Graded response of single muscle fibers
During the decade following Pratt's (51) publication of
his results on the validity of the all-or-none principle for
single muscle fibers, there was no published evidence by other
investigators to the contrary. However, in 1928 Fischl and
Kahn (15) reported experimental findings on single muscle fibers
in the retrolingual membrane of the frog, and came to the
conclusion that single muscle fibers do not follow the all-or-
none principle. The excised membrane was used, and the fibers
contained therein were diffusely stimulated both directly and
indirectly. They observed that the response of a single muscle
fiber, stimulated in the above manner, increased from a threshold
response to a maximum as the strength of the stimulus was
increased. This work, consequently, precipitated a widespread
interest in the all-or-none property of the single muscle
fiber, and many investigations were soon undertaken.
Hintner (28) believed that Fischl and Kahn were unjusti-
fied in their conclusion since they used an excised preparation
and the membrane was very likely injured in the process of
excision. Moreover, the muscle fibers themselves were probably
injured, and were not under normal conditions since they had
no blood supply. Hintner,using an intact retrolingual
membrane in situ, found that in a fresh preparation the fibers
responded maximally to an adeq^uate stimulus and that there was
nn increase in contraction with an increase in the strength of
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the stimulus. If, however, the preparation had been standing
for a while, the response of the fiber then increased with an
increase in the strength of the stimulus. iTrom this observatic^jn,
namely that vdth increasing strength of stimuli more and more
portions of the fiber contracted, until finally the whole
fiber responded, Hintner believed that the wave of excitation,
during its passage down the fiber, must suffer a more or less
continuous decrement. But the decrementally conducted impulse
with the accompanying graded response was never observed in a
fresh preparation. It only appeared after the preparation had
been standing for sometime (a few hours) or possibly injured.
Consequently, Hintner concluded that this decremental conductij^n
was due to injury of the muscle fibers.
Brown and Sichel (10) studied the responses of a single
muscle fiber isolated from the semitendenosus of the frog.
The contractions of the fiber were recorded by attaching the
fiber to the middle of a small tapering glass rod. One end of|
the rod was fixed and the movement of the free end, which was
strongly illuminated, was photographed. The found that with 8|
continuous increase in the strength of the stimulus there was
a continuous increase in the height of the contractile respon^|B
of the fiber, until a maximum contraction was obtained.
Asaussen(3) (4), using a similar preparation, obtained the sanjje
results and also concluded that the all-or-none principle did
not hold for the single muscle fiber. Furthermore, he believ^
that the all-or-none behavior of the muscle fiber, when it actls

in such a manner, is a property of the end-plate (4) (5)»
Effect of position of electrode
Gelfan (19), using non-polarizable microelectrodes
,
began, in 1929, a series of experiments on the muscle fibers of
both the excised and the intact retrolingual membrane of the
frog. The single muscle fibers were stimulated by single
break induction shocks and by tetanizing currents of short
duration. The responses of the fiber vfere recorded by the
mercury droplet method of Pratt and Eisenberger (51). He
obtained graded contractions both in excised membranes and in
membranes that were in situ with the circulation intact. Gelfan
believes that these graded responses of the single muscle fiber
to changes in the intensity of the stimulus are not a phenomena
of fatigue because he was able to obtain the same degree of
response upon repeating the experiment on the same musclw fibei
He also observed that if sub-maximal or threshold stimuli were
used there resulted a small localized tv/itch confined to the
region of the electrode. This type of response to threshold
stimulation had also been observed by Hashida (25). Gelfan
further found that if the electrode was moved slightly away
from the muscle fiber, the latter would not respond to the
threshold stimulus, while if the electrode was moved close to
the fiber so that they touched, the same threshold stimulus noik
became effective and the fiber responded with a small localize^
tvatch. Since he got graded contractions only with very fine
microelectrodes applied close to the fiber, thus producihg a
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very small localized stimulus, Gelfan believed it was possible
that the all-or-none response of a muscle fiber might be due tc|
a more diffuse form of stimulation. Although Asmussen (4)
obtained graded contractions with coarse electrodes, Gelfan
believes that since he isolated the fiber such a procedure
is hardly possible without injuring it, v/hich might account foif
graded contractions with coarse electrode stimulation.
Since the type of stimulation employed by Fischland Kahn
was diffuse (the nerve was stimulated by coarse wire electrodes]
and the muscle fibers by metallic plates placed on either side
of the excised membrane), Pratt (50) believes that their result]^
were probably due to multiple- unit gradation. By stimulating
the closely packed fibers of the hyoglossus muscle with a
coarse electrode (35p diameter) Pratt obtained graded contracti,ons
to graded stimuli. This result is explainable in terms of the
all-or-none principle, since with an increase in the strength
of the stimulus more fibers are brought into activity. When
the electrode was applied to a naturally isolated fiber in the
membrane the response of the fiber was of an all-or-none
character. Also , the response of a muscle fiber of the retro-
lingual membrane when stimulated through the motor nerve fiber
v/hich innervates it, was shown by Pratt and Reid (52) to folloif
the all-or-none principle. This latter observation was also
made by Kato and his collaborators (32), who found that when
graded electrical stimuli were applied to a nerve fiber of a
motor unit preparation, the muscle fibers responded with
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all-or-none contractions. Nevertheless, |*ratt (50) was able tc
confirm Gelfan*s results, and obtained submaximal contractions
from the single muscle fibers of the frog's retrolingual
membrane although these localized responses did not appear in
his records. Pratt believes that these submaximal twitches
might themselves be an all-or-none nature, and that they are
only obtainable under certain conditions.
Direct stimulation of sarcomeres
For an explanation of the mechanism of graded contractioi
in single muscle fibers, Gelfan and Gerard (23) offer the
following hypothesis. They assume the existence of a series
of transverse units (possibly the individual sarcomeres)
arranged longitudinally in the muscle fiber. "These units
possess contractility and are independent of one another; that
is, the contraction of one does not, per se, lead to the con-
traction of adjacent ones. In the normal course of events,
these contractile units are all activated by a wave of excita-
tion which is transmitted along the muscle fiber probably
the myolemma'.' Such a response would be maximal since all the
contractile units respond, and would be evoked by a nerve
impulse or by a stimulus applied directly to the muscle
sufficient to set u^ the propagated disturbance along the
muscle fiber. Since these graded contractions are obtained
only with very fine micro-electrodes, it might be that such
localized weak currents directly excite these individual
contractile units withoit arousing the propagated disturbance,
IS
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thus producing a small localized twitch. With a weak stimulus
one or protably two units would respond since the units are
1
independent of each other and a contraction of one unit would
not lead to a contraction of adjacent units. As the stimulus is
increased, more contractile units would be activated and the
response would be correspondingly larger* They observed, howeve
that this spread of gradation was never more than one millimetei
A strength of stimulus sufficient to cause a spread of the
contractile response greater than one millimeter was adequate
to excite the conductile mechanism of the fiber. Shich a stimulus
evoked a typical maximal twitch of the entire fiber.
G-elfan and Gerard point out that this hypothesis of the
relation of the electrode area to activation is analogous with
some of the results of Lillie's iron wire model experiment.
Lillie (38) has shown that when a small area of the passive
wire is activated by a fine scratch, a transmitted response is
not produced but a wave of activity that travels a small distan<
and then decreases to zero. But if a larger surface area of a
passive wire is activated, there is then produced a transmitted
wave of activity which travels over the whole wire.
The graded responses in the muscle fiber do not spread fo::
a distance greater than one millimeter, Consequently, they
are discernable only in the vicinity of the electrode. Gelfan
and Gerard believe then thet the reason Pratt (50) obtained
only maximal responses v,as because he made his observations at
a "considerable distance from the point of stimulation".
e
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Under these conditions "no response was observed unless the
transmitted impulse (in the membrane) was initiated, and then
of course, the response was maximal (23)
Absence of action potential in graded responses
It was then thought desirable by Gelfan and Bishop (21)
to determine whether or not there was an action potential
present during a sub-maximal contraction of a single fiber.
Diphasic action potentials from muscle fibers of the frog's
sartorius and retrolingual membrane were recorded by means of
a cathode ray oscillograph. Whenever an adequate stimulus
v/as applied to a muscle fiber so that a wave of excitation
travelled over the whole fiber and the response was a maximal
contraction, the process Fas accompanied by an action
potential, which was recorded. But in no case v/as there an
action potential recorded when the response of the fiber was
submaximal. These results are in accord with the hypothesis
advanced by Gelfan and Gerard. If the action potential is th^
criterion for conduction, and if these submaxinal contraction^
are due to a direct stimulation of the contractile units
without bringing into activity the conductile mechanism, then
these submaximal contractions, since they are not conducted,
would have no action potential. It seems, then, that action
potentials are only present when the wave of excitation is
fully conducted and the response is maximal. The response of
a fiber produced by pricking or scratching the surface appear;^
to be "maximal" and completely conducted. Although this type
of stimulation must injure the membrane which is supposed to
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be the seat of the propagated impulse, the response seems to Id
completely conducted since the whole fiber responds. Such an
apparently conducted response might be expected to have an
action x^o'tential. Nevertheless, Gelfan and Bishop (22) were
unable to get action potentials from such conducted contractur
produced in single muscle fibers by pricking or scratching
the surface of the fiber with a fine quartz needle.
All-or-none property of end-plate
Asmussen (4) believes that the all-or-none behaviour of
muscle fibers is due to the motor end-plate, and that the fibei'
itself is capable of giving graded responses. If the response
of a fiber is submaxiraal it is because the end-plate has not
been brought into activity. Asmussen and Lindhard (5) explain
the absence of action potentials when the response of a fiber
is submaximal on the basis that the end-plate has not been
activated. They believe that the action potential of a muscle
fiber is due to potential variations in the end-plate, which
serves as a stimulus for the contractile substance of the fibeth.
As evidence for this hj'pothesis they cite the experimental
results of Henriques and Lindhard (26) (27) mentioned above
(see page 30); also their own work (5) in which they never
obtained action potentials Vv'hen the muscle fiber alone v/as
directly stimulated to the exclusion of intramuscular nerve
twigs and the motor end-plate. The objection Gelfan (20)
offers to this view is that if it v;ere true, "microstimulation
would not be necessary in the curarized preparation in order t:i
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obtain graded responses in the single fiber," since curare
eliminated the end-plate and gradation could then be obtained
with coarse stimulation.
Duration and form of local contraction
Finally, in 1933, Gelfan (20) measured the duration and
form of these submaximal responses. He found that the
duration of the smaller responses was some;vhat shorter than
the maximal. This discrepancy he explained by the fact that
in a maxi-^^al response the activity is conducted over the whole
fiber, while in the case of a submaximal response only a
portion of the fiber is involved. "Apart from this difference
in the timie relation," says Gelfan, "the shape and form of the
maximal and submaximal curves are the same, although, of
course, the magnitude of the response is larger for the
maximal contractions."

The living organisin is characterized by its irritability
which is the ability to respond to external influences known aj^
stimuli. The stimulus plays a passive part but produces an
active phenomenon in the living system knovm as excitation.
The excitatory process is conducted throughout the system by a
series of local bio-electric currents. The latter are produce:
by a depolarization of the limiting membrane. The depolarized
region is negative with respect to all the other regions, and
is brought about by an increase in the permeability of the
surface membrane produced by the stimulus.
An undistorted monophasic electrical response can not be
obtained by killing the tissue under one electrode. The
possibilities of error are:
(1) The potential wave might be recorded along the
muscle surface at a distance from the proximal lea^.
(2) The potential wave might be recorded as if at the
electrode on the injured tissue, but which really
developed at the killed ends of the live fibers.
The form of action potentials from skeletal muscles might
depend on the conducting medium surrounding the muscle. The
action current of a muscle suspended in air, which is a poor
conductor, is diphasic. But v/hen the muscle is immersed in
saline, which is a good conductor, the electrical response is
polyphasic. Craib offers the idea of doublets to explain these
polyphasic responses. Bishop and Gilson, however, believe that
jth.e tnrm of acJ^oH- tentla 1 depends uT>on the "position of _ the.
«r
I
«
V
I
i
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electrodes on the muscle surface vath respect to the active
fibers. Other investigators (Judin, Jolly) think that the
action potentials are of an oscillatory nature. Adrian
attributes polyphasic electrical responses to the arrangement of
the muscle fibers.
|
The classical theory of the cause of the action current
i
of a muscle is that the propagated disturbance produces a
I
momentary change of potential in each section through which it
passes. It is claimed, however, that the muscle has no action
potential itself, but the electrical response obtained is due
to changes of potential in the motor end-plate.
I
The gradation of muscle v.as at first thought to be due to
the production of a "larger" impulse in the nerve. It has now
been definitely established that gradation of muscular response
is brought about by bringing more muscle fibers into activity
I
as the strength of the stimulus is increased. The single
muscle fiber responds in an all-or-none manner.
The local graded contraction of single muscle fibers are
thought to be due to direct stimulation of the sarcomeres.
These local responses, however, can not be obtained v;hen the
muscle fiber is stimulated through its nerve. Some investi-
gators believe that the local contractions are not normal
responses but are a result of injury to the muscle fibers.
Nevertheless the duration and form of the submaximal responses
havebeen found to be identical vath those of maximal
contractions.
tI
I
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